
 
 

SIMPLIFIED PRIVACY NOTICE CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION 
 
CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION informs you that the person responsible for the Treatment of the 
Personal Data that is collected as part of your legal relationship with it, will be CANCUN HAIR 
RESTORATION S.A. DE C.V., which it indicates as its address for the purposes here referred to the 
one located at Av. Sayil, No. 1, Plaza Azuna, 8th floor, Office 803, Hotel Zone, Cancun, Quintana Roo, 
C.P. 77500. Mexico. 
 
All information concerning to your person (hereinafter Personal Data), will be handled with absolute 
confidentiality and the collection, use, disclosure, and storage (in the hereinafter Treatment) will 
only be carried out for the purpose of (I) Contract Celebration, (II) Give due compliance with the 
obligations arising from the legal relationship that exists between you and CANCUN HAIR 
RESTORATION, (III) Comply with applicable legislation, (IV) Carry out Hair Regraft treatments, as well 
as the other services offered by CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION, (V) Customer acquisition, (VI) Gather 
images and sounds through video recordings in our surveillance and security facilities for personnel 
and objects, as well such as the control of entry and exit to our facilities, (VII) Collect images and 
sounds through video recordings for educational and advertising purposes, (VIII) Give follow-up and 
attention to your requests and the services that CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION provides, including 
satisfaction surveys, (IX) For statistical, financial, administrative or quality purposes. In virtue of the 
foregoing, from the moment you give us your consent CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION may keep in its 
records, both physical and electronic, all the information that has been provided to us by you, 
through any means of the posts at your disposal. disposal by CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION to collect 
your personal data. It is important to let you know that CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION will always 
refrain to sell or lease your personal data to any third party.  
 
Likewise, we inform you that the complete version of this privacy notice can be consulted at the 
Privacy Notice section of our website www.cancunhairrestoration.com 
 
EXPRESS CONSENT ON THE PRIVACY NOTICE 
 
I certify that I know and understand the purposes and scope of the Privacy Notice with which 
CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION counts for the relationship with its patients, for which I give my total 
express consent for CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION to carry out the Treatment including, where 
appropriate, the Disclosure of my personal data under the terms of said Privacy Notice; being my 
right and obligation to enter the website of CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION to consult the complete 
version of the Privacy Notice. 
 
Likewise, I express my agreement so that the payment of the service contract that I celebrate or 
have entered with CANCUNN HAIR RESTORATION, is taken as an unequivocal sign of consent I 
express that I have given for CANCUN HAIR RESTORATION to carry out the Treatment of my Personal 

http://www.cancunhairrestoration.com/


 
 
Data in Terms of the Privacy Notice that has been mentioned in the paragraph immediately 
preceding. 
Name: ________________________________________________________________ 
Date: __________________________________________________________________ 
Signature: ________________________________________ 


